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Sandmaster cleans, maintains and repairs play and sports surfaces

Sandmaster: Performance with depth

Sandmaster stands for holistic cleaning concepts in the areas of sand, gravel, artificial turf, 
synthetic surfaces as well as stone and concrete. Whether playgrounds, sports facilities or 
entire beach sections – the market leader for sand cleaning offers the highest level of safety 
and cleanliness for children and sports enthusiasts. To this end, more than 150 “Sandmasters” 
give their best every day at the Wendlingen site and throughout Europe. The basis for this is 
forward-looking technology, patented processes and a high standard of sustainability. In short: 
the Sandmaster process.

We like to move it: sand and more

With its sophisticated cleaning methods, Sandmaster is a partner for municipalities, building 
yards, sports clubs, property management companies, daycare centres and kindergartens. The 
areas of application range from playgrounds, beach volleyball courts and long jump pits to ent-
ire beach sections, indoor sand and gravel pitches. The spectrum is extended by RAL-certified 
cleaning and repair of artificial turf and synthetic surfaces, for example golf courses, football 
pitches, playgrounds, multifunctional pitches, hockey pitches and stadiums – with a maintenan-
ce contract on request.

Down to the smallest fibre: innovation and sustainability

The Sandmaster development department masters methodical construction and conception 
down to the last detail. Thus, the machines are the only ones on the market that clean continu-
ously up to a depth of 40 cm. The engineers pay attention to functional technology and durabi-
lity as well as to environmental protection and sustainability. This is reflected in forward-looking 
technologies such as laser measuring systems or a special rotary vortex process that reduces 
water consumption during cleaning by up to 30 %. The motors of the machines are regularly 
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maintained and a special mobile water filter for granulate filtration on artificial turf pitches 
ensures that only clean water without microplastics is returned to the waste water. Just as with 
stone and concrete, the synthetic surfaces are cleaned without chemicals using clean water. 
High standards apply not only to the machines, but also to the company building: most of the 
energy is generated by solar and photovoltaic systems as well as a modern pellet heating sys-
tem, and hybrid vehicles and electric charging stations on the company premises demonstrate 
the Wendlingen-based company’s pronounced environmental awareness.


